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alex gibney: i think if you look back, september
2008, there was this sense that the country
was falling apart. the banks had essentially

melted down. it was this perfect storm. and i
thought i might try to do something in a way
that was different, in a way that i’ve never

really tried before. you could really walk in and
think, wait a second, we’re having a house

session, the secretaries are talking about their
bonuses. we are talking about a public

company and the salaries that are being paid
to executives. we’re not reporting on a war.
you know, it struck me as this kind of double
standard. if you took the world trade center,

and you took all the people who worked there,
they would fill an arena on the largest sports

team in the world. and yet, this is being
ignored. this is the untold story of how the

american people were sold this deal and how
we got into this perfect storm. few things in life
are better than watching a good show. in this
internet age, how do you know whether your
favorite show is the real thing? thankfully, as
emmy awards presenters bob barker, william
shatner, and george takei have proven with
their embarrassing and hilarious acceptance
speeches at the "emmy's" over the past few

years, not all reality television is created equal.
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in fact, some shows are blatantly ripping off
other shows. some shows don't even care.

some shows, however, do something a little
different. to find out what they are, hit the

jump. riffing off of his personality and life story,
former white house national security adviser
condoleezza rice has a recurring role in this
abc drama about a washington lawyer (matt

czuchry) who finds himself at the center of the
federal government's most high profile

investigations. gone is his time trying to beat
tax evasion charges and facing off against a
u.s. attorney in the parking lot and his time

racing down the highway to save the life of a
detainee. now he's an fbi agent put in charge
of a team tasked with catching an engineer

(tim dekay) who is in cahoots with a mexican
cartel to cause earthquakes.
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